Custom Stuffed Toys
We work with Mary Meyer an 86 year old maker of fine plush toys. We can do custom
pieces for large company projects, as well as, new businesses. Whether your goal is
product introduction, increased sales, brand recognition, or to draw people to your event or
trade show booth, our award-winning design team can design an item specifically for you.
We can work from your design drawings, or straight from your logo or concept, to develop a
three-dimensional character of your logo, mascot, or a product that reflects the spirit of your
organization.

start with your idea
Are you introducing a new character? Whether we currently produce a similar design or not,
we will work with you to develop a design with great impact and high quality, as we did in
these two cases:

Established character?

We made the above established icons into beautiful soft plush toys.

Or select and modify a product

One of our customers wanted the local college's husky mascot as a stuffed toy. They
reviewed our line and they found we offered a stuffed husky, but ours was gray and they
needed it in white. We provided them with white plush swatches and ribbon samples. Based
on their preferences we produced a white version of our husky especially for them with a
custom imprinted ribbon.

Accessorizing & Adding Your Message
We will use our expertise to convey your logo or message in many ways, from imprinted Tshirts and ribbons to custom printed hangtags and tiny bibs. Choose a toy we offer, give us
your graphics, and we'll do the rest.

ribbons

Imprinted ribbons are available in a wide variety of colors and widths and dress up nearly
any stuffed animal in our product line. They offer you the flexibility of being able to choose
more than one animal, accent each with the same ribbon, and add depth to your promotion
in an affordable manner.

bandanas
Tiny bandanas, imprinted in multiple colors, are a unique and adorable way to customize all
but the smallest of our animals.

hangtags
With the option of two side printing, custom printed hang tags featuring your logo or
promoting your event help the stuffed toy do the talking!

t-shirts
T-shirts can be imprinted with your logo Imprinted T-shirts provide high impact and great
value. We offer shirts to fit many of our teddy bears and wildlife designs, with quantity
discounts and quick turnaround time.

Contact us with the following information:

Your target cost/piece.

Is this an ad specialty/premium or a private-label manufacturing project?
Distribution Method
Sewn-in Label?
Hang Tag?
Screen printing or embroidery?
Desired prototype completion date
Production quantity planned
Desired delivery date
Comments

Contact Tim LaFrancis Email

